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sequences and related attributes which are
bibliographic and biological information. Each
nucleotide sequencedata is represented as long
strings of A’s, T’s, C’s, and G’s, along with
associatedbiological annotation.
The DNA Data Bank of Japan (DDBJ) [1] is
one of the International Nucleotide Sequence
Data banks where the EMBL (European
Molecular Biology Laboratories) Data Library
[2,3] and NCBI (National Center for
Biotechnology Information) /LANL (Los
Alamos National Laboratories) [4,5,6,7] are
the European and American representatives,
respectively. The American DNA data bank is
called GenBank. We have been collaborating
with these two data banks in many areas
through mutual exchanges of data over the
international computer network. The mutual
exchange of data on a daily basis is realized
between DDBJ and the collaborative data
banks
using
a
flat-file
format
(DDBJ/EMBL/GenBank Formats). The DNA
databaseof DDBJ was built in a flat-file system
until 3 years ago. The flat-file system has been
represented by data description rules or a
grammar [ 81. The flat-file system is not
adequate for building, integrating, and
searching a large-scale DNA database whose
entries are continuously increasing in such an
explosive manner as is occurring today. If we
use the flat-file system for building the DNA
database, the building is inefficient and it is
difficult to manage it in a cooperative work.
GenBank helped DDBJ to convert the flat-file
data constructed by DDBJ staff, to a relational

Abstract
Recently, we newly developed a relrrtionrrl schema for
eflectively building, integruting. and searching the DNA
database on the relational datuhnse mcrnngement system,
SYBASE, at DDBJ. The schema is nclmed the “DDBJschema”. The schema uliowed us to implement N DNA
database mtmqement system with two types of window
inteeaces, YAMATO und ASUKA, to easily build the
DNA datcthu.se. The first type with the DDBJ-schemu is
utilized
by reviawer.v (DDBJ
support
.stqff:v) for
processing N single entry sent by an author. The second
type with it is utilized by the Human Genome Project for
processing multiple entries. Both also hove c1 window
interfuce similar to the flat ,file format.
Finally, we
developed two udditiontrl systems for both YAMATO cmd
ASUKA. One i.s u restructuring tool to convert dclt(l with
the GenBnnk-schema into those with the DDBJ-schemri
when we move AWB to the new system. Other is N tree
secrrch tool needed to repair the existing tlixonom\
dcltabase which is including man!’ kinds of err0r.s. A
structured SQL-progrctmming
method is proposed to be
used to implement these additioncd .systems. The method
is developed through the SQL expression and the control
flow lrtnguqe
(CFL) of SYBASE. trnd allowed us to
implement the restructurjng tool cmd the tree search tool.

1. Introduction
DNA (Deoxyribonucleic acid) is genetic
information for all organisms except RNA
viruses. DNA is a continuous series of
nucleotides designated by A, T, G, and C. The
DNA sequencedata and its related information
can be stored in the form of a DNA database
which consists of nucleotide (DNA and RNA)
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format and to install the Annotator’s
Workbench, AWB. AWB is a tool for building
the DNA database with the GenBank-schema
[9] based on the relational
database
managementsystem, SYBASE [IO]. However,
both integrating and searching are not carried
out in the relational database at DDBJ.
Moreover, it is difficult to manage the DNA
database using AWB, since the GenBankschemais a complex network structure [ 11.
This paper will present methodologies for
solving those problems using the relational
database system, SYBASE, in the UNIX
environment. We newly developed a relational
schema, DDBJ-schema, to effectively build,
integrate, and search the DNA database on the
relational database management system at
DDBJ. The schema allowed us to implement a
DNA database management system with two
types of window interfaces, YAMATO and
ASUKA, to easily build the DNA database.
The first type with the DDBJ-schema is utilized
by reviewers (DDBJ support staffs) for
processing a single entry sent by an author.
The second type with the DDBJ-schema is
utilized by the Human Genome Project for
processing multiple entries sent by itself. Both
types also have a window interface similar to
the flat file format. Finally, we developed two
additional systems for both YAMATO and
ASUKA. One is a restructuring tool [I] to
convert data with the GenBank-schema into
those with the DDBJ-schema, when we move
AWB to the new system. Other is a tree search
tool [I I] needed to repair the existing
taxonomy database which is including many
kinds of errors.
A structured SQL,programming method is proposed to be used to
implement these additional systems. The
method is developed through the SQL
expression and the control flow language
(CFL) of SYBASE, and allowed us to
implement the restructuring tool and the tree
search tool.
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Reviewers check the form and content of a
submitted entry sent by an author.

Figure 1. Current System
Reviewers extract the necessary information
such as taxonomy, keywords, features etc.,
from the submitted entry and complete the
entry form according to the internal (domestic)
and international rules with these tools on the
UNIX based computer. We developed a
program to simultaneously process multiple
entries at DDBJ, because AWB does not have a
simultaneous processing function for a large
amounts of DNA data. Since early spring 1993,
we have been successfully able to process,
using this program, many kinds of multiple
entries sent by the Human Genome Project
[ 121. Figure 2 shows the transition for the
number of entries to be processed.
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Figure 2. Transition for number of entries

Figure 1 shows the configuration of the
current system for building the DNA Database
on the UNIX based computer at DDBJ. AWB
and the G’enBank-schema are software tools
developed by LANL in GenBank. DDBJ’s

Figure 3 shows the configuration of the
newly developed system for solving the
previously stated problems on the UNIX based
computer at DDBJ.
73
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into the GenBank flat file format and vice
versa.
For this reason, we developed
conversion programs #l, #2, #3. If we can
change AWB into the new system, on-line users
and E-mail users will be able to access the
integrated DNA database with the relational
format over the computer network. The DDBJ
provides users with useful software systems to
analyze the DNA database with the flat-file
format but the software systems do not have
any interface with the relational format. The
interface would be developed in future at
DDBJ.

Figure 3. Newly Developed System

3. DDBJ-Schema

We developed the DDBJ-schema for storing
the integrated DNA database. The DDBJschema allows us to implement two types of
window interfaces, called YAMATO and
ASUKA.
The first type with the DDBJ-schema is
utilized by reviewers (DDBJ support staffs) for
processing a single entry sent by an author. It
has two kinds of interfaces, YAMATO/UNlX
and YAMATO/MAC.
The former is
implemented in X-window and can be used on
UNIX based workstations over computer
networks.
The latter is implemented in
HyperCard and can be used on Macintosh
computers over not only computer networks but
also telephone networks. YAMATO/MAC is
useful for homeworkers who are some of
DDBJ-staffs and constructing the DNA
database at their houses over telephone
networks.
The second type with the DDBJ-schema is
utilized by the Human Genome Project for
processing multiple entries sent by itself. It has
an interface, ASUKA, implemented in the DBLibrary of SYBASE and can be used on
workstations or character terminals over not
only computer networks but also telephone
networks. We also developed the restructuring
mechanism which is an interface between the
GenBank-schema of AWB and the DDBJschema. The restructuring will be needed to
convert data with GenBank-schema into those
with DDBJ-schema, when we move AWB to
the new system.
The integrated DNA database needs to
receive DNA data with the NCBYGenBank-flat
file of NCBl and EMBL-flat tile of the EMBL
Data Library. In addition, we need to convert
the relational format with the DDBJ-schema

The DDBJ-schema shown in Appendix-l is
more easily managed than the GenBankschema. The GenBank-schema [l] has 60
tables with the complex network structure and
its structure is different from the grammatical
structure of the flat-file format. This makes it
difficult for the DDBJ-staff to manage the
GenBank-schema. We successfully developed
the DDBJ-schema with three parts.
Sixteen tables in the first part are connected
horizontally
by an accession number,
“act-num”, and include all the contents of the
flat-file formats. These tables are similar to the
grammatical structure of the flat-file format.
We can provide these tables for integrating and
searching the DNA database.
The DDBJ-schema also includes dictionaries
which store biological information such as
taxonomy and feature key, a list of persons, and
a list of addressesin the second part. We use
the dictionaries to automatically fill in the
blanks of the 16 tables.
In the third part, the DDBJ-schema includes
system control tables which are shown in the
lowest part of Appendix-l. The system control
tables are used for data restructuring, data
transportation, and data flow management.
4. Window Interfaces
We developed two types of window interface
to build the 16 tables in the DDBJ-schema.
The first type has two interfaces,
YAMATORJNIX and YAMATO/MAC.
The
system configuration of YAMATO is shown in
Figure
4.
YAMATO/UNIX
and
YAMATO/MAC are utilized by reviewers for
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constructing the DNA database over the
computer network. YAMATO/MAC is utilized
by reviewers for processing the single entry
over not only computer networks but also
telephone networks.
The second type has an interface, ASUKA,
implemented in the DB-Library of SYBASE
and can be used on either of both workstation
and character temlinal over computer networks
and telephone networks. It is utilized by the
Human Genome Project for processing multiple
entries. Both types also have a window
interface similar to the flat file format.

1995

windows, in the YAMATO/MAC
interface,
since HyperCard does not support such long
column length as X-Window.

1

Figure 5. MAIN Window
of YAMATO/MAC
TelephoneNerwork

Figure 4. System Configuration of
YAMATOKJNIX and YAMATO/MAC
We show an example of YAMATO/UNlX in
Appendix-z. The window shows the range of
data frotn “locus-line” to “source-line” in the
flat file format. Other lines can be displayed by
clicking a mouse button after users move the
“REFERENCE”
or
pointer
to either
“FEATURE”.
For example, if we click a mouse button after
moving the pointer to “FEATURE”, we can
open the FEATURE window shown in
Appendix-z. The window shows the range of
data frotn “feature-line” to “sequence-line” in
the flat-file format. Thus the window is similar
to the grammatical structure of the flat-file
format. The DDBJ-schema allowed us to
implement easily the window interface.
Two typical windows of YAMATO/MAC
are shown in Figure 5 and 6. They are
available on Macintosh computers and similar
to YAMATO/UNlX
shown in Appendix-z.
The first window of YAMATO/UNlX
is
divided into two parts, MAIN and SOURCE

Figure 6. SOURCE Window
of YAMATOLMAC
AWB has also an X-window interface and an
character terminal interface. The X-Window
interface is similar to the grammatical structure
but the character terminal interface is not
similar to it and not so easy to use for DDBJ’s
reviewers.
YAMATO/MAC
has more
powerful interface than AWB with the
character terminal interface over telephone
networks.
ASUKA is shown in Appendix-3.
The
window shows the range of data from
“locus-line” to “segment-line” in the flat file
format. Other lines dan be displayed by
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pressing the return key of the keyboard after
users move the pointer to either “Seq!“,
“Comment!“, “Reference!“, “Source!“, or
“Feature!“,
For example, if we select this “Seq!“, we can
open the SEQUENCE window shown in the
right side of the appendix. AWB does not have
a simultaneous processing interface for multiple
entries sent by the Human Genome Project but
ASUKA has processing interface for them over
computer networks or telephone networks.

5.1 Restructuring

Figure 7 shows the restructuring mechanism
[l] for interfacing between the GenBankschema and the DDBJ-schema.
It is
implemented
by the structured SQLprogramming method. The method provides us
with a program including the virtual tables as
data structure. The program is written in both
CFL and SQL.
The real tables with the GenBank-schema are
transformed into virtual tables through the
“view” function [I]. The virtual tables and the
real tables with the DDBJ-schema are similar to
each other, but they are not exactly the same.
This is due to limitations in the capability of the
“view” function. We implemented the data
translation algorithm using both CFL and SQL
of SYBASE.
In our trial system, we
successfully restructured from the GenBankschema to the DDBJ-schema using both the
data translation algorithm and the virtual tables.

5. Additional Systems
We developed two additional systems for
both YAMATO and ASUKA.
One is a
restructuring tool to convert data with the
GenBank-schema into those with the DDBJschema, when we move AWB to the new
system. Other is a tree search tool needed to
repair the existing taxonomy database which is
including many kinds of errors. These errors
result in confuse with the management of DNA
database. Both systems are implemented in the
structured SQL-programming method.
A program generally is defined as an
algorithm and data structure. For example, let
us consider a internal sorting written in C. We
can regard procedural statements for sorting as
algorithm and a linear list stored with input data
as data structure.
This structured SQL-programming
is
achieved by regarding set of tables as data
structure and procedure written in both SQL
and CFL (Control Flow Language) as
algorithm. CFL means such control statements
as “if-then-else”, “go-to”, “while”, “begin-end”
and so on.

5.2 Tree Search

The tree search functions [ 1 I] is useful in
managing the taxonomy database. A typical
algorithm of them can be defined as recursive
join for the taxonomy database. All the
taxonomy databases is constructed with the
DNA databases of the international DNA data
banks. They are also useful in defining as
powerful electronic dictionaries which aid in
biological research by computer. The taxonomy
databases are, however not consistently
integrated with a relational format. If we can
achieve consistent unification of the taxonomy
databases,it will be useful in comparing many
research results, and investigating future
research directions from existent research
results.
In particular, it will be useful in comparing
relationships between phylogenetic trees
inferred from molecular data and those
constructed from morphological data. The
system has many kinds of the tree search
functions which are lineage, homology,
posterity, and so on [ 111. All the functions are
implemented
in the structured
SQLprogramming method. These functions are
shown in Figure 8.
For example, the lineage function searches
for a path from a given node to the root node,

Figure 7. Restructuring mechanism
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which does not have any parent node in the tree
structure. The path is a set of nodes found by
searching in the “taxonomy” table. The lineage
function can be implemented in the control
flow language of SYBASE called the “stored
procedure”.
This program is shown in
Appendix-4.

1995

two types of interfaces which are named
YAMATO and ASUKA. We also implemented
a tool to convert EMBL and NCBI/GenBankformats into the relational format with the
DDBJ-schema.
Finally, we proposed a structured SQLprogramming method. The restructuring and
tree search was implemented
in the
programming method. We have succeededin a
trial restructuring data with the GenBankschema into those with the DDBJ-schema by
use of the structured-SQL programming
method. We are planning to move the current
system to the newly developed system at
DDBJ.
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Appendix-2. Window Interface of YAMATO/UNIX
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Appendix-4. An Example of Programming
for a Lineage Search Implemented in
both SQL and CFL
create procedure

lineage @nodename char(80)

The “db-taxonomy” and “db-taxlevel” tables
are two tables of the taxonomy database
defined in section 2. A system configuration
for the deductive approach is shown in the
following Figure: - -

as

,..A..
...A..
..,...
.....A...
_....
..

declare Wuples mt
declare @cm
Int
select Qcnt-1
create table tempdb..lmeage(
tx-id char( 1 G).tx-tdp char( 16),
level tlnyint Jevel-name char(32),node_name
create table tempdb..temp-table(
tx-!d char(1 C),tx-ldp char(l6).
level tmyint .level-name char(32).node_name
create table tempdb..workJable(
tx-Id char( 16),tx_idp char(l6),
level tmytnt Jevel-name char(32),node_name

Users

9

char(80))
char(80))
char(80))

insert tempdb..temp.-table
select txjd,tx~tr~~dp.@cnt,tl~levname,tr~nodename
from taxonomy.taxlevel
where tx-tl-id=tl-Id
and tx-nodename-@nodename
insert tempdb..work_.table
select * from temodb..temp-table
insert tempdb..lineage
select *from tempdb..temp-table
select @tuples=count(*)
from tempdb..tempJable
delete tempdb..temp-table
while @tuples!=O
begln
select @cnt-@cnt+ 1
Insert tempdb..temp-table
select x.acc~num,y.tx~id,y.tx~tx~idp,
@cnt.tl~levname,tx~nodename
from tempdb..wofk-table
x.
taxonomy y,taxlevel
where tx_tl_4=tl_id
y.txjd=x.tx-ldp
and
delete tempdb

/* Begrn Recursive Join +/

/’

Single Join

*/

.work-table

insert tempdb..work-table
select * from tempdb..temp-table
insert tempdb..lmeage
select * from tempdb..temp-table
select @tuples:=count(*)
from tempdb..temp-table
delete tempdb

semp-table

end
select l from tempdb..lineage
drop table tempdb..lineage,
tempdb..temp-table,

/*

End Recursive Jo/n *I

tempdb..work-table

Appendix-5 An Example of Programming
for a Lineage Search Implemented in BIMProlog
I~neage(NODENAME.~[TX_ID,TX_TX_IDP,LEVELNAME,NODENAME]lResult]~:taxonomy(TXJD,TX-TL_ID,TX_TX_IDP,NDDENAME),
taxlevel(TX~TLID,LEVELNAME),
search(lX-TXJDP,Result).
search(TX~ID,[[TX~ID.TX~TX~IDP,LEVELNAME.NODENAME]IResultl~:taxonomy(TX~ID,TX~TLJD,TX_TX_IW,NODENAME~,
taxlevel(TX_TL_ID,CEVELNAME),
searth(TX_TX..IDP,,Result).
search(lX_ID,[1).

retrieve(db_taxonorny(lX-lD,TX_TL_ID.TX-T~lDP,NODENAME
__,_._._ )),I.

,_,-,-,-,-,_,-,

raxlevel(TX_TLID,LEVELNAME):retneve(db_taxlevel(TX_TL_ID.LEVELNAME._,-)),I.
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